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The sports event
A sports event erupted
on Thursday October 7,
2010, exploding with
athletic events that included soccer, basketball, football, dodgeball

and more. Two departments from Hannam
University battled it out
on the field, but only one
department came out
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by James Koo

victorious. Linton
Global
College
(LGC) was able to
stand
strong
against the athletic
prowess of the
Law
School,
defeating
them
in
several sporting
events. The Law
School had several of their departments competing that day,
the
Union,
‘Public
Officials’,
‘Criminal’,
‘Social
Law’, ‘Patent’, ‘Law
Form’, and ‘Private
Law’ all took part in the
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sporting occasion showing
off their skill and showmanship. The weather was
nice with sunshine and a
calm fall breeze. LGC stu-

dents gathered in the
sports field at 8:30 A.M.
where the students started
to do miscellaneous work
such as setting up tables
and tents. They also made
Korean
pan-

(Continued on page 2)

Special points of
interest:
SEX BEFORE MARRIAGE, still a hot topic!
New Dean of LGC
This year’s Sports Event

The Worst Restroom in the Law
School Building by Jee-hea Seong
Entering into the mid-term
exam period, it is interesting to note that many students
are
complaining
about the restroom facilities
in the Law School building.
The restroom is always
crowded with a lot of students during the exam period because there is a major

library in the law building. Consequently, there are
complaints that there is not
enough soap, or toilet paper,
and the restroom is very
dirty. It is believed that the
student welfare government
should oversee this situation
and attempt to remedy it.
One student stated in an
interview, “I think the rest-

room in the Law School building is the worst I’ve ever been in
at Hannam University. The Ventilation is too small to remove the bad smell, and
the trash cans are always filled
with trash.” As accusations become stronger, students wait to
see how the student welfare
department deals with this
problem.
Law School Restroom
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In Daejeon: Dunsan Grand PARK
Daejeon City has many interesting
places and events throughout the
year, such as its Culture Festival, Daejeon Expo and many more. Of the
many interesting places in Daejeon,
Dunsan Grand Park is the best. The
park is located in Manyeon-dong, Seogu. It is composed of an Art Center,
Daejeon Museum of Art and the Hanbat Arboretum.
The Art Center is a majestic building with
an impressive roof. It includes the art hall,
ensemble hall, convention hall and an
open theater. The art hall and ensemble
hall are theaters with mostly modern
facilities. Many operas, ballets, musicals
and plays are performed in these halls.
The convention hall, on the other hand,
hosts international conferences and
many kinds of seminars. The hall also has
the ability to provide simultaneous interpretation in four languages and has
a recording capacity.

Daejeon Museum of Art is a modern art
museum managed by Daejeon City.
It was built to contribute to the advancement of modern art in Korea and to improve the cultural amenities of the city.
The museum includes a display gallery,

Shin and the student presidents of the
Law School and LGC. After simple
stretching, at 09:40 A.M., the sports
event opened.
The first game of the day was soccer,
followed by basketball, women’s
dodgeball, and foot volleyball. There
were various matches throughout the
entire day.

by Cruise Lee

Finally, the Hanbat Arboretum in Daejeon is the biggest arboretum in Korea.
Hanbat Arboretum was created to preserve a variety of plant life in Korea,
to provide an educational experience for
teenagers and young adults, and
to provide fresh air and the beauty of a
forest for residents of Daejeon City. It
encompasses an area of 387,000㎡ and
has 19 kinds of parks, such as a medicinal
plant park, fruit tree park, rock park, and
many more. It is a very wonderful place
to visit.

photograph gallery, seminar hall, reference room and many other halls. In fact,
there are a total of five display galleries.
These galleries exhibit art works
that reflect modern Korean culture and
society. There are a total 280 art collections. The exterior of the museum includes a grass park and fountain to add
to the overall beauty of the Daejeon
Museum of Art.

The Sports Event
cakes called ‘Boochimgae’. They ate
‘Boochimgae’ and ‘Gimbap’ for breakfast. Opening statements were held in
the field by LGC’s new Dean, Dong-ho

HORIZONS

continued...

LGC’s female kickball players showed
tremendous power against ‘public
officials’. The game was called after
only one inning because of the 10-run
mercy rule, so LGC won 14-1.
The tug-of-war match was held at
05:26. Ten men and five women participated in the game. The first match
was LGC versus ‘Union’. The rule
was decided to play the best of three
games. By winning two sets in a row,
LGC won the first match over
‘Union’. However, in the semi-final
match held at 07:05, LGC lost the
match by losing two sets in a row.
The men’s soccer team of LGC also
stayed strong until the final match.
LGC and “Patent” played a very exciting game and they finally went to a
penalty kick match at 08:00 because
the score was tied at the end of overtime. Fortune did not smile upon LGC
players. LGC received second place in
the soccer tournament

The last match of the day was a relay
race held at 08:30. The players consisted of three men and three women.
In the relay race, LGC showed off
their quick speed and happily ended
the day by winning the last tournament.
The closing ceremony was held at
08:40, almost two hours and forty
minutes behind schedule. Despite the
delay, it was never a boring day for
LGC students because LGC won the
overall championship of the tournament!
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Say what?!? “sex before marriage!”
Sexual behavior before marto your life. But when it is used
riage has changed over time
in the wrong way, sex can
becoming
cause guilt, depression, disease,
normal for a
anxiety, and low self-esteem. So
high percentit is very important to think
age of Koreans
and
Americans, including teenagers
and college students regardless
of religious beliefs. Although in
the bible it says not to have sex
before marriage, regardless of
religious beliefs, people do it.
carefully before acting. For exMany people have questions
ample, when college students
like, “Is sex before marriage
have a sexual relationship with
safe?” or “How do you make the
each other, the girl can get
right decision about when and
pregnant and this can lead to
with whom you should have
an abortion or adopsex?” The answer
tion and she could
is simple. Sex is a
even give up going
basic
hu- “I personally agree with
to school. If it is used
man instinct and this…”
in the wrong way,
every person has
sex can stop you
the desire to enfrom achieving your dream; so
joy a physical relationship with
before acting, you should alsomeone they care about. Havways be careful and be cautious.
ing sex with someone you love
It is very crucial to use birth concan bring pure joy and pleasure

GH: Do you agree or disagree with having sex before marriage and what
are you reasons?

want to meet many boys
before marriage so I can
choose my husband carefully.

Sarah: I personally agree
with this because I think if
you love someone so
much, it is okay to have
sex before marriage. I
want to have a lot of experience in dating and I

Jo-El: I think have sex before marriage is very important because if sex
does not satisfy each partner, than it can be a reason for divorce.

by Sheena Kim

trol when having sex before
marriage. According to the an
article in Time magazine, one
professor created a survey and
found that out of 250 people,
70% permit “sexual experimentation” before marriage. But the
other 30% want to make a
commitment to save sex for after marriage. If you disagree with having sex before
marriage, you should make a
promise to yourself that you
won’t engage in sexual activity
until you are married. The best
way to make sure you keep
your word is to share your
promise with a pastor or parent.
For example, a tangible reminder such as a ring may help
you to remember your commitment. To find out what Linton
Global College students think
about sex before marriage,
Global Horizons interviewed a
few students.

Picture taken from: honeymag.com

Leona: I agree, because sex
is one way to express love.
In my opinion, if you love
someone it is okay to have
sex before marriage.
(Continued on page 4)
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by James Koo

In LGC, there is a club called,
‘Frontier’. The members do volunteer work to give some opportunities for poor and orphan students
in elementary, middle, and high
school to enhance their English
skills. From 2007 the members
have continually done volunteer
work in places such as Jahaewon
and Sungnam Childrens’ Center in
the east of Daejeon city. Currently,
all students, excluding freshmen, participate in this club activity. By participating in this activity,
students can have opportunities to
have closer relationships with seniors and juniors. Furthermore, the
students can fill up the mandatory
seventy two hours of volunteer
work to graduate from Hannam
University.
Cosmopolitan is a new LGC club
which allows members to experi-

ence and understand other cultures and learn other languages.
Cosmopolitan meets every Thursday at English café from six to nine
pm. Students from other departments in Hannam University are
encouraged to become members

of our club. The members will be
mainly talking casually with foreign
people in whatever language they
want to speak. By doing so, students will be able to broaden their

Say what?!? Sex before marriage
GH: Do you agree or disagree with having sex before
marriage and what are you
reasons?
Ryo: Maybe, I think it is okay to
have sex if she is the one I am
going to marry.
Gerrard: I agree with having sex
before marriage because, if I
love that person, I think it is
okay to have sex before marriage and also since it is one
way to express how much you
love that person.
Professor Kendra: From a Christian perspective, I believe God
created sex to be shared in a
loving committed relationship
called marriage for a reason. Having sex outside of mar-

riage opens you up to be used,
abused, and misused. Remember that God is the “creator”
and anything outside of the
true “Creator” is an “Imitator”,
and when it comes to love, sex,
and marriage, you do not want
an “imitation” of something,
you want the “real thing”.
People believe that if you “love”
a person, then it is ok to have
sex because it is a way to show
love, but I strongly disagree. Remember the Bible
says, that love is “patient, kind,
long-suffering, and that it keeps
no counts of any wrongs. If
love is patient and kind, then
why the rush to have sex? Most
people I know have sex because of the physical feeling of
it; they never mention love or
marriage, and sex is never a

cultural background as well as language skills. The Club fee is free.
Please, contact 010-9617-2777 for
more information.
Linton Hookies is the LGC baseball
club. It was formed by three students who favor baseball in October 2009 at a time when there
were no sports clubs in LGC. It was
approved officially in November of
2009 by the Dean of LGC.
Now there are thirteen members
playing in the club. This has enabled the members to play practice
games and participate in several
tournament games in 2010. Contact 010-2455-6891 for more information.
In LGC, there also exists Global
Horizons, which publishes the LGC
newspaper, and Spicy Plum which
puts on musical performances.

continued...

reason for divorce. There are
usually many underlining reasons for divorce. Problems in a
marriage will usually manifest in
the couples sex life.
In short (and my opinion), to
ensure that you are getting the
real thing and the true desires
of your heart – be careful not to
quickly soak up the words a
man may say to you. What is in
his heart will show. His mind
will speak words, his integrity
will display in his character, and
his heart will protect you. Trust
his actions not his words. Marriage
comes
before
sex. (Marriage will display his
heart towards you; sex displays
his desire for you).
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That’s entertainment!!!
FALL FASION 2010

You can already feel the cold
wind and the smell of autumn coming. It is already
the fall of 2010 and everyone
is now getting ready to prepare for the fall. People are
clicking their mouse for internet shopping and opening
their wallets at the shopping
malls to purchase fall clothes.
Global Horizon is here to
give you 2010 fall fashion
tips so that you can look
amazingly stylish when the
season
comes.
Fashion
trends change every season
in order to bring out something new and innovative to
the fashion industry, helping

by Sheena Kim

underline
individuality,
beauty and style in the most
remarkable manner. The hottest fall fashion trends for

Fall Fashion Coat
Photo taken from elle.com

2010 include stunning silk
scarves, gorgeous gemstone
jewelry, bold cardigans, clas-

sic leggings, and tuxedo jackets. Fashion designers manage to create some incredible
collection every season, and
this 2010 fall season, the new
fashion trends set look amazingly stylish. The basic 2010
fall fashion trends are a combination of classic, luxurious
and extravagant designs and
fabrics, which lead to the
creation of some of the most
incredibly stylish fashion collections. Also according to
Harper’s Bazaar, a fashion
company that provides resource for women, the 2010
fall fashion is all about conservative glamour, chic urban warriors, eccentric color
combinations, and more.

Pretty Purse
Photo taken from ell.com
A Befitting Belt
Photo taken from elle.com

Stylish Shoes
Photo taken from elle.com
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New dean of LGC

by Cruise Lee

LGC is a special case. The
president of Hannam University nominates LGC’s dean.
GH: What’s your plan to improve LGC?

LGC opens it’s arms to a new
dean, Dr. Dong-ho Shin. The previous dean, Dr. Kiho Song is
missed, but LGC wishes him all the
best in his future and quick recovery so that he can continue to
help students and improve academic life at Hannam University.

HORIZONS

Dean Shin: Students want a
quality education from university, not simply to learn English.
For example, they want professional knowledge of Communication and Culture and
Global Business. So, I plan to
strengthen the teaching ability
and administrative capacities of
each department. Also, we need
to change or add some regulations which are different concerning the purpose of education and
also related to education. We

Dr. Shin is an Urban Planner
specializing in International
Area Studies and has been “Students want a quality education from
maintaining a position as a university, not simply to learn English.”
professor at the Department of
Urban & Real Estate Studies,
College of Social Sciences at
Hannam, for 16 years. He has
also been very active not only as
need to see how much we can
an academic but also as a practido in a couple of years from the
tioner. In the past, he worked for
existing system at Hannam. We
Daejeon Technopark as a Director
may have to wait for a few years
of the Industrial Planning Agency,
to see the results. Hannam Uniand taught courses at Hitoversity is committed to making
chubashi University in Japan and
LGC stronger and more famous
Brock University in Canada. Curbecause developing LGC is good
rently, he also holds a position at
to improve Hannam University as
Brock as an adjunct professor.
a whole. I want to help students
experience practical education
GH: How did you become dean
such as internships. I will be diliof LGC?
gently working towards and encouraging students to get a good
job.
Dean Shin: There is a dean at
each college of Hannam University. They are elected by professors
GH: What are some of the probof each department within their
lems of LGC?
college. However, the dean of

Dean Shin: One of the departments, Global Communication &
Culture, is not well recognized as
just journalism in Korea. Actually,
many Koreans don’t know what a
Communication major is. We also
need to improve the economy of
running LGC. From an economic
point of view, two departments
are in one college. It is not efficient.
So, we need to add, for example,
International Area Studies and
International Development majors
or
International
MBA
as
a graduate program. I want to
expand the college. In addition, we
need good facilities or equipment for a better education.
GH: What do you hope for from
LGC students?
Dean Shin: Students! I suggest to
observe the English only policy for
your future. Actually, I understand it
is not easy because most of you are
not native English speakers. It is a
big challenge. It is very important for
you keep LGC’s policy to improve
your English.
GH: It is nice talking to you. Thank
you!

Dean Shin: Thank you!
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New Teacher on the block
by Melissa Park

If we think of one cool club in Linton Global College, it would be the
recently created basketball club,
Linton Bounce. Linton Bounce is
an LGC club
for promoting
friendship
through playing
basketball. I interviewed Professor
Ken
Morrison
who is recently very
famous for being a member of Linton Bounce. Prof. Morrison
teaches Media and Global Communication courses at LGC. I
talked to him about his advice for
students at LGC.
According to Prof. Morri-

Movie night!!!

son, an optimistic attitude is the
most important thing in his life and
he feels it can benefit students in
terms of studying. Prof. Morrison
and I talked about the desirable
virtues of LGC students. Also I
inquired not only about his casual
life, but also in building good relationships between professors and
the students.
On September 29, Wednesday, I met Professor Morrison in
the English Café. He is a man who
loves to ride bicycles and enjoys
reading as much as he enjoys playing basketball. When he was a
child, his father was a coach in his
hometown. His father’s outstanding performance helped him
bring victory to the team. In this
process, he began to take an inter-

(Continued on page 8)

STILL NEWS!!!

by Professor Kendra

“I’ve placed a curse on you and your
army” stated Zi Yuan, a witch who
was suppose
to make the
Dragon Emperor immortal, but that
was not the
case, as students
watched the
2 hour film
Picture taken from:
during
a
entertainmentwallpaper.com
“Movie

Night” held in the English Café on October
6th, 2010.
The Mummy: Tomb of
the Dragon Emperor
played upstairs while
Shrek 3, a fairytale
Picture taken from:
comedy, was being
played down stairs. The night was
filled with popcorn, pizza, and
candy that lasted the entire evening.
The occasion started around 7pm
and ended around 9pm. There was

Remodeled bookstore
There is a newly remodeled bookstore located in the Law School
building at Hannam University. So I
interviewed a few people to find out
more information about this. The first
person I interviewed was the bookstore manager.
Q. The bookstore has been remodeled. Was there any reason for this

est in his father’s leadership skills
and his team’s performance. He
told me that his father had a huge
impact on him both through coaching basketball and as a science
teacher. So he is thankful that he
could take part in the sports day
basketball games as a Linton
Bounce member. He showed his
human aspect while playing which
makes
students’
relationship
friendlier
than in the
classroom.
He casually
threw in a
few
comments about
the attitude of
a good stu-

a nice crowd in attendance and the atmosphere was warm. The
event was organized
by
LGC
Professor
Kendra so that students had the opportunity to relax and enjoy
insidesocal.com
the English Café’s facilities before the semester became
challenging with preparations for
exams. As Donkey said from the
movie Shrek 3, “I think that went
pretty well”.

by Esther Choi

fresh start?

with before?

A. Yes. The owner has changed. The
bookstore was run as an independent business. But now, the university
owns it. And we need to improve the
quality of this bookstore.

A. Sure. First, the size of this bookstore
has become almost twice as big as
before, and secondly, we formed a lot
of routes in the bookstore so that
customers can move easily and flexibly. And thirdly, the outward appearance was cleaned to give customers
an impression of freshness and clean-

Q. Can you tell me details about how
this bookstore changed compared

(Continued on page 8)

New teacher on the block
continued...

dent. “Keeping
time is the most
You have to
have energy in
your
mind.
Creative performances
come
from
your positional
energy.”

energy all the
important thing.

more special curriculum than
other colleges because all classes
are based on using
English.
Some students
who have a poor
“I hope he makes a difference in
English ability
LGC…”
have a difficult
time
studying
and this is natural for them beAlso students should always
cause they never went abroad to
be ready to explore new things to
study English before.
learn. “Having a positive mind
In terms of a professors perand passion for learning leads to
spective, he regarded one episode
success for students.” As I exas overcoming difficulties. A
pected, Prof. Morrison is an enerplump girl who has low strength
getic person.
decided to participate in a maraLinton Global College has
thon for her health. On the first

Remodeled bookstore

day, she was panting and unable
to talk. If she exercises every
day, her strength will gradually
improve and she will be more
comfortable. Learning English is
the same principle. Make steady
and persistent effort for your improved English skills.
He answered my interview
questions with a huge smile. As a
good professor in LGC, he suggested that he is always willing to
help students improve. Since he is
new to LGC, we should make him
feel comfortable and try to be close
to him. I hope he makes a difference in LGC and I hope that students here make persistent efforts
to improve their English skills.

Thank You for Reading
Global Horizons.

continued...
ness. And fourthly, we developed
from a small-scale stationery and
bookstore into a large-scale store
which is not only sells books and
stationery, but also sells what more
customers want. And lastly, we made
places for customers to dine and relax.
We want this
bookstore
to
become a more
friendly place to
the customers
than it was before.
Q. In your point
of view, how do
you think people
will react to this
new campus bookstore?
A. Personally, I think they like it.
Whenever they came here after remodeling, they said things like “oh
wow look at this! It’s all new! And it’s
became so big!” I’ve heard that a lot..
Q. By remodeling, have there been

any actual profit
increase?

Q. What do you think about the new
campus bookstore?

A. I can’t say yes
or no. We are
maintaining profits same as last
semester.
We
couldn't increase
profits because of
internet markets.
Now, people buy
things by internet. So it is very hard to
survive as a bookstore. But we’ve
maintained our profits. And I think it’s
very good.

A. I think it’s really clean and wide. I
know that it became nice and fine,
but I don’t like that the new store
removed the coupon system. I used
to go there because of it. But now I
don’t.

The second person I interviewed was
a Hannam University student from
the Department of Commerce and
Trade.
Q. Did you know the campus bookstore has been remodeled? And If
you knew, how did you find out?
A. Yes. I knew that. because, I was
aware that the signboard has
changed.

Q. Any other opinions?
A. I just want the coupon system
returned.
I
don’t go to
the bookstore
often. I think
they
should
develop efficient management not just
some outward
show.
He was not
happy about
what happened to the store. He didn't mind the outdoor looks or bigscale store. He only wanted lower
prices, and the old coupon system.

